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ABSTRACT: Perovskite structure La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 magnetic hollow microspheres with complex units were
prepared via the hydrothermal route without hard and
soft templates. The formation of hollow microspheres
follows the self-construction mechanism involving oriented
attachment, dissolution, and recrystallization processes. It
exhibits a ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature.

H

ollow structures have attracted considerable attention in
the synthesis of functional materials for their promising
applications in vastly diﬀerent ﬁelds in the past decade.1−4
Although the template method is common and eﬀective,5 the
high cost of templates and multistep synthetic procedures have
proven very diﬃcult to overcome. The template-free method
was considered to be one of the simplest alternatives to get
hollow structures and to avoid these disadvantages.6,7 However,
this strategy is only useful for some certain special compounds.
It is noted that, among known preparative hollow materials,
most of the pioneers reported that results are limited in simple
compositions and simple geometrical shapes. Although some
multicomponent hollow materials were synthesized in the past
few years,8−10 preparing hollow complex oxides is still a
challenge at present because of the complexity of the reaction
system. To explore new capabilities of hollow structure
materials, researchers are seeking novel and simple approaches
to hollow structures with multicompositions and complex
geometrical shapes.
Herein, we use La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (typical perovskite manganese
oxide with potential application for its high Curie temperature,
colossal magnetoresistance eﬀect, oxidation catalytic performance, and half-metallic nature11−13) to demonstrate that hollow
spheres with complex units can be prepared via a simple
hydrothermal route from a concentrated KOH solution without
any hard or soft templates.
X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) measurement of the product, as
shown in Figure 1, indicated a monoclinic phase feature with
space group P21/a, and all peaks were in good agreement with
the document value (JCPDS card no. 49-0595). Inductively
coupled plasma elemental analysis conﬁrmed the energydispersive spectrometry (EDS) result (Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information, SI) and indicated that the composition
of the product was La0.7Sr0.3MnO3.
Figure 2a shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 hollow microspheres with uniform
diameter of ca. 20 μm. Typical hollow microsphere architecture
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Figure 1. Powder XRD pattern of the product and reference of JCPDS
card no. 49-0595.

is observed at diﬀerent magniﬁcations and visual angles in
Figure 2b,c. Detailed views on the shell structure indicate that
the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 hollow microspheres are comprised of
numerous complex building units as external cubes and internal
nanoaggregations, as shown in Figure 2d,e. The speciﬁc surface
area measured with the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller technique is
ca. 1.44 m2/g, and the pore size is 2.5 nm obtained by a poresize distribution curve (Figure S2 in the SI). A cross-sectional
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
image of the hollow La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 shell is shown in Figure 2f.
HRTEM of the hollow sphere shell shows consecutive lattice
fringes arranged in order without any crystalline border. The
space of the observed lattice fringes was deduced to be 0.39 nm,
which was associated with the (020) lattice plane of the
monoclinic phase.
The formation of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 hollow spheres was aﬀected
by some factors such as the alkalinity concentration and
reaction time. By keeping the reaction time for 72 h, it was
indicated that the KOH concentration plays a key role. The
lower alkalinities of 20 and 25 g (7.5 and 9.2 M) lead to the
cubic phase and low-dimensional structure, and the higher
alkalinities of 30 and 40 g (11.0 and 14.7 M) lead to the
monoclinic phase and complex hollow structure (Figures S3
and S4 in the SI). The combined structure of nanobuilding and
cubic particles, as shown in Figure S4a in the SI, indicated that
cubic particles were probably grown from nanorods and
nanoparticles through aggregation and recrystallization processes.
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Figure 2. SEM images of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 micrometer hollow
architectures from diﬀerent magniﬁcations and visual angles: (a)
low-magniﬁcation SEM image; (b and c) high-magniﬁcation SEM
images; (d) internal morphology; (e) complex microbuilding unit; (f)
cross-sectional HRTEM image of the sphere shell.

Figure 3. Typical SEM images of products synthesized at the same
alkalinity as 30 g of KOH (11.0 M) for diﬀerent reaction times such as
(a) 3, (b and c) 7, (d) 18, (e) 36, and (f) 72 h.

To gain further insight into the formation process, the
intermediate products with diﬀerent growth times with certain
30 g (11.0 M) KOH were also investigated. When the
hydrothermal reaction was run within 1 or 2 h, none of the
products presented. Microplates consisting of cubes were the
main products after 3 h, as shown in Figure 3a. By extension of
the reaction time to 7 h, the plates developed and internal
nanostructures appeared (Figure 3b). At the reaction stage of 7
h, as shown in Figure 3c, the cubic particles connected together
to form the framework. Upon further extension of the time to
18 h, part of sphere appeared toward the half-sphere after 36 h
with great cave and apparent internal platelike nanoaggregations, as shown in Figure 3d,e. Upon further extension to 72 h,
the products showed apparently hollow spheres with complex
external and internal units, as shown in Figures 1b,c and 3f.
XRD patterns, as shown in Figure S5 in the SI, illustrated that
all products are well crystallized, as seen by the fact that the
intensity of the (040) peaks gradually increased with the
reaction time, which is more or less dependent on the
formation degree of hollow sphere structures.
The formation mechanism of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 complex hollow
microspheres was thus proposed to follow the “bottom-up”oriented attachment and recrystallization processes. This
mechanism has been widely applied to other systems with
hollow structure.14−16 The proposed formation process is
illustrated in Figure 4. In the early stage, cubic micro and nano
building units generated and attached to each other, forming

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of a cross-sectional view of the
proposed growth process of the hollow spheres with complex units.

two-dimensional plates. Notably, the building units are very
sensitive to the alkalinity condition. At this stage, the building
units might be small, and further attachment on the edge
extended the plate. Outside crystals have enough space to grow,
but inside crystals have no space to grow and dissolve because
of their small size in the process of crystallization. Further
attachment on the plate edge enlarged the particle size and
ﬁnally led to the hollow sphere structure. The attachment
depended on the active faces available on the primary nano/
microcrystallites, which were determined by alkalinity conditions. There was also attachment of nanoparticles inside the
spheres, which connected and grew to smooth faces in the
recrystallization process without protection of the shell (Figure
3a). Further growth and recrystallization enlarge the building
units, as reported in a previous work.16 When the time was
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prolonged, the shell became apparent, whereas the nanoaggregation including robs and plates remained to weaken the
recrystallization eﬀect inside the hollow spheres due to the
conﬁnement of the shell. The crystal growth processes are
certainly very complicated, and it may involve at least three
processes such as dissolution, recrystallization, and“bottomup”-oriented attachment. Therefore, further study on the
formation process is still needed.
Figure 5a presents zero-ﬁeld-cooled (ZFC) and ﬁeld-cooled
(FC) magnetization plots measured from 4 to 400 K in an
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Experimental details and nitrogen adsorption, EDS, XRD, SEM,
and X-ray photoelectron spectoscopy data. This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Figure 5. (a) ZFC and FC magnetization plots in the temperature
range from 4 to 400 K under a 0.1 T ﬁeld. (b) Field dependence of the
magnetization curves for the hollow sphere samples (−20 and +20
kOe) at 300 K.

applied ﬁeld of 0.1 T. The obvious transition from
ferromagnetism to paramagnetism with a Curie temperature
of ca. 301 K is observed in Figure 5a. Our value for Tc is lower
compared to that previously reported by Zi et al. (Tc = 367 K),
where La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 nanoparticles were prepared by the
chemical coprecipitation route.17 It seems that Tc for
La1−xSrxMnO3 compounds is aﬀected by the size and shape
of the sample.18 Figure 5b presents M−H curves of the sample
at 300 K. The M−H curves clearly are irreversible, which is
consistent with the room-temperature ferromagnetism due to
the double exchange of Mn3+ and Mn4+ (the mixed valence of
Mn3+ and Mn4+ was observed as shown in Figure S6 in the
SI).19 The magnetic property of the hollow spheres may make
the sample sensitive to an external magnetic ﬁeld.
In summary, we have prepared a complex componential- and
geometrical-shaped hollow sphere of La0.7S0.3MnO3 without
any templates by the ready hydrothermal method. In the
synthesis, the concentrated KOH is a key factor. The formation
processes are complicated and may combine processes such as
dissolution, recrystallization, and attachment. The hollow
sphere exhibits a ferromagnetism behavior at room temperature.
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